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The aerial circumnavigation of the
globe was accomplished by pilots
of the United States Army Air
Service in specially-built Douglas

World Cruisers (DWC) between 6
April and 28 Septem-
ber 1924, the magni-
tude of that flight in
terms of preliminary
study and engineer-
ing, world-wide

logistic support,
crew training,
inter - service
cooperat ion,
diplomatic clear-
ances, and personal skill
and determination is almost
directly comparable to the first
moon landing that took place
decades later.

One of the major incentives
for this epoch-making flight was the
spur of inter-service competition. Right
after World War I and into the early
1920s, the Air Service and the air arm
of the US Navy were intense rivals.
Each sought to outdo the other in tech-
nical and operational achievement on
the publicity see-saw they both shared.
Aside from the service rivalry, there was
the national prestige angle. Other
nations were preparing to send airplanes
around the world and an international
world-flight race was shaping up, but
the competition between Army Gray
and Navy Blue was the prime catalyst.

At home, the Navy had scored the first

big coup with the transatlantic flight of
their Curtiss NC-4 in May 1919. The
Army then came through with a round-trip
transcontinental air race later in the year

that was billed as a “Reliability Test”
and then won the international

Pulitzer Air Race
in 1920. Both services with-
drew from the 1921 Pulitzer at the last
minute, but the Navy loaned its new
Curtiss racer to the Curtiss company and,
although flown as a private entry, the win-
ning “Navy Racer” still garnered plenty of
publicity for its owners.

The Army won the Pulitzer in 1922
and then set some new absolute speed
records. Both services scored in 1923,
the Navy winning the Pulitzer as well as
the prestigious Schneider Trophy while
the Army successfully completed the
first non-stop coast-to-coast flight and
made a mass flight from New York to
Nome, Alaska, and return.

By any standard, 1924 was the

Army’s big year. Not only did it win the
Pulitzer again, it also accomplished the
first dawn-to-dusk transcontinental
flight and then came up with the topper
— the first flight around the world.

PLANNING AND
COOPERATION

Despite their sim-
mering

rivalry, no single
service could have accom-
plished such a flight on its
own. While the Army con-
ceived the mission and
worked out the major details,
it still took prodigious help
from the Navy, other depart-
ments of the government, and
civilian firms to pull it off. Once the
top levels of government approved the
plan and the State Department got into
the act to obtain all the necessary clear-
ances from 28 territories along the
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A few facts to consider in light of the sad fact that America’s current aeronautical industry seems to be out of control: Douglas stated a
prototype could be delivered in 45-days of contract signing at a unit cost of $23,721. When Donald Douglas signed the last drawing on
his drafting table, the drawings and proposal for the new aircraft were rushed to Washington, DC, where Gen. Mason Patrick gave his
approval. The first few flights with the prototype (on landing gear and floats) showed that absolutely minimal changes needed to be

undertaken for the DWC to achieve its stated mission. On 27 November 1923, Douglas received a $192,684 contract for the
construction of four aircraft and considerable amounts of spares. The last of the four DWCs was delivered to the Air Service on 

11 March 1924. Today, the F-35 is years behind schedule, untold millions over projected cost, and, even though 180 aircraft have
been delivered, still not ready for “prime time.” Even though the difference in technology is so vast that it is beyond discussion,

America’s enemies at the time now knew the nation not only had an aircraft that could perform its
“goodwill” mission, but also had an aircraft that could fly vast distances to deliver a torpedo or bomb

on target. In this photo, Cruisers 1 and 3 are parked with Air Service Martin bombers
and de Havilland 4s at Clover Field. The crowd is a good indication of

what the “goodwill” flyers would run into on 
their global journey. 
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Seattle II transiting from Renton to Boeing Field to take part in
the 100th anniversary of Boeing. During the original flight,

Boeing provided a great deal of support for the aircraft and
crews since the start-off was at Seattle.


